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UNITED STATES 

"1,917,479 j 

PATENT oFF'IcE' , 
I." 

HARVEY 1L. WHITLEY,_OF ‘FREMONT, NORTH CAROLINA 

TELEPHONE LENEMAN’S rns'r sn'r 
' Application ?led 0ctobsr25, 1932.v Serial No. 639,514‘. 

This invention relates to test sets of the 
type used by telephonelinemen for testing 
the line wires and the invention consists in the 
provision of such a set wherein all the parts 

5 may be readily placed within a single con 
tainer7 and the single‘ container easily car-v 
ried by the lineman} - 
The invention also comprehends the pro 

vision of a casing or'recept-acle for the ‘neces-' ‘ 
10 sary elements of-the seti that is of compara~ 

tively simple construction, and which will 
accommodate theelements of the set in a com 
pact manner and- will further permit of an 
arrangement‘of the elements within the ‘recep 

15 tacle in mannerto permit'readyaccess to 
any desired element ‘or elements.‘ ’ - 
The invention together with its numerous 

objects and advantages will ‘be best’ under 
stood from astudy of the following descrip 

ZU tion taken in connection with the accompany 
ing drawings ‘wherein: " > V 

Figure 1 is a perspectiveview of theset 
illustrating the manner of using }the same,‘ 
Figure 2w-i‘s a sectional view taken/sub‘ 

stantially on the line 2>—2 Iof Figure 1: ‘ 
' ,‘Figure 3 is a sectional View takensubstan-V' 
tially on the line 3—3 of Figure 2. 
Referring‘morein detail to-the drawings 

it will be seen that the set, in accordance 
with ‘the present invention‘ includes the usual 
and conventional form of elements or'equip 
1nent,'namely the transmitter 1, receiver 2, 
head piece“ 3 for the receiver, switch 4, bat 
teries 5, transformer 6_, magneto 7,' the latter 
also including the usual gearing 8 and op 

50 

crating shaft 93 together with the wire 10' 
‘for the "receiver 2, wire 11 for the trans 
mitter ‘1., and'the wiring 12 connecting the 
switch with the other electrical parts ofthe 
set in addition to the wiringll'tl that- is pro 
vided with the clips 1st adaptedto be engaged 
with the line‘ wiresl5 in the manner well 
known in» the art and suggested inFigure 1. 

‘ ‘When not in use, all the parts above men ' 
tioned are arranged within a casing or recep 
tacle '16. @The casing orreceptacle 16 in ac 
cordance with the present invention com 
prises an outer casing orreceptacl-e 17 of met 
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al. and the casing 17 :is closed at its bottom,. 
and’isop'en at, its top. ‘For the topof. the 

opposed lining members‘ 20. 

casing 17 is provided a metallic lid or 
cover 18 hingedto the casing 17 as at 19.’ - 
‘There-is provided forthe receptacle 17 V . 

and its lid 18 a collapsible and easily remov 
able lining which lining in the present in 
stance is formed of wood although‘ it may be 
formed of any other suitable material.- [The 
said lining comprises av main frame like part 
for the walls of the receptacle 17,‘ and this 
part of the lining consists of a'plurality‘ of 33o , 
blocks 20 adapted to be arranged withinvthe 
casing 17 in the manner clearly shown in the 
drawings. 1 . . i ' 1 ‘ ' :_ 

V For securing the blocks or pieces 20 of 

the lining ‘in assembled'relation within the receptacle 17 I‘providesa‘pluralityof'bolts ‘' 
20, there being preferablyfour of such bolts‘, 
and thezlatter extend» through, a pair of op 
posedj'blocks .20. and atv one end have ,nuts'r 
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2'2 engaged therewith. As’ shown in Figure 59 ' 
I :3 the heads of the bolts. are accommodated in 
socketslprovidedtherefor in one Of the said-7' 
opposed members 20 while'theinuts 22 are ‘ 
similarly accommodated by the other of said 

,1 1’. r._'§:‘,;5 

: For the bottom of the receptacle or, casing 
17 there is also provided a. lining block 23, 
while a lining block 241 is provided forthe 
lidr18. _ ' " ~ ' 

A partition block 25' of wood or other suit-‘5gp 
able material is ‘hinge'd‘as’ at. 25t’toone of. 
thelining blocks QOaboVe the uppermost bolt 
21. on a relatively opposite block ‘20 there ' 
is provided. an angle plate26 for supporting 
the free end of the partition bloelr25. _ Can, r‘ 
ried by the free end of thepartition- block 
25 is abolt 27 and has its threaded endyfadap't- ’ 
ed ‘to be screwed into anaperture inv the" 
?angeof the angle plate 26 for securing the 
partition block 25 in its horizontal position, 
that} is in the position shown in FigureQ. ‘ , 
As shown, the batteries 5, transformerfti, , 

and magneto 7 are all arranged "within the‘ 
casing 17 below the partition "25 and are as-~ 
sembled within-the easing 17s-in any appro 

The batteries 5, which battery~~~may be of‘ 
the ordinary ?ash light type are arrangeolin. 
a suitable casing 28 provided'at its?top with 3100 

i e5 '. 
prlate'manner, preferably in, ‘the manner * .7 ' 
‘shown. ‘ . " I e . 



a removable lid 29. Carried by'the top 29 
arethelbinding posts 30 usually provided 
for electrically connecting the battery in C11‘ 
.cuit, and these posts 30 are suitably insulated 
from the cap 29 through the medium of an 
insulation blockéll arranged internally of 
the cap, and washers 32 of insulating ma— 
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. the switche. ‘ 

also provided with a vertical aperture ex 

,30 

terial ?tted within the apertures provided in 
the cap 2° for accommodating the posts 30. 
In the bottom of the casing28 there is also 
provided a block'33 of insulating material 
which is suitably provided to accommodate 
the electrical connection 34; between the low 
ermost set of batteries 5'as shown in Figure 3. 
The casing 28 is securely anchored within 

the casing through the "medium of a single 
bolt 35 that extends downwardly of the cas 
ing'through the top 29, and which has its low 
cr end threaded into a socket suitably pro? 
videdv in the bottom lining block 23. 
As shown in Figure 2 the switch 4: is 

mounted on the underside of the said parti 
tion block “25, andr‘that lining block 20:to 
which the partition block 25 is hinged, is 
provided with a suitable recess 36 for accom~ 
modating‘one endv of one of the contacts'of 

Said one partition‘ block 20 is 

tending ‘upwardly from the recessi36 for ac 
commodating aplunger 37 that is'normally . 
urged upwardlythrough the medium of a 
springy38 provid‘edlwilthin a socket formed 
in theupper end' of ‘said lining block .20, and 
engaging the head of theplunger 37. _ In'this 
connection ‘it will be noted, that the referred 

‘to lining block 20 is, arranged againstthe 
inner-face of that wall‘of'the casing 17‘ to 
‘which the lid 18 liingedly connected. The 
block 24' of the lid 18adjacent the hinge v19 
is provided with a screw orother suitable 
element‘ 39 forming an abutment that is 
adapted to engage the head of the plunger 
30 when the lidis moved to a closed position 
for movingthe plunger 30 downwardly thus 
?exingthe ‘said! one contact‘ of the switch 11 
downwardly to open said switch. Manifest 

' ly, when the parts are arranged entirely with 
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v755 ‘ceivor 22, - and ;the 

vin the casing .17 the lid‘1'8 thereof is in 
closed position, the switch a will be in open 
position. 1 ' r I - o p 

, As shown in Figure 3, the casing 17v above 
the partition 25 is large enough to accom 
vVmod‘atethe transmitter 1, head piece 3, re 

wire 13 when the set is , 
not_in~use.?- ‘ " . a A , 

For limitlng swinging movement of the lid 
>18 to an open position there is provided a 

- suitable length of‘chain or other?exible ele-‘ 
ment 40 that is secured at one endito the block 
24, ‘and at ‘its other end to the partition 25. 
“When the parts or equipmentv of the setare 
fully'arrangedwithin the casing 17,_they are 
located in ‘a manner clearly suggested in‘ Fig. 
ure 3. A 'suitableclasp such as is indicated 

ure 1,- is‘ engaged with the ring 48. 
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generally atéO is provided for securing the 
lid 18 in a closed position. ' 
For operating the magneto 7, a crank may 

be readily applied to the shaft 9 of the mag 
neto through alined openings 43 provided in 
one side of the casing 17, and an adjacent lin 
ing block 20. For the openings 43, there is 
provided a pivoted closure or door 44. 
On one side thereof the casing 17 has so 

cured thereto an'att'aching plate 45 equipped 
with a‘ ring 46. On'a relatively opposite side, 
the casing is also provided with a second 
plate 47, and a ring 48 engaged with the plate 
47 A strap 49 of suitable. length is provided 
at each of its ends 50, 51 with a buckle as 
shown. ‘ The end 51 of the strap is provided 
with "an adjustable loop in the manner shown, 
and this loop is engaged with the eye 46. 
The end '50 is also provided with a loop, 
and at the“ loop end thereof is engaged 
with'a snap fastener 52 that is engaged with 
the ring 46. At a suitable point between the 
ends 50, 51 the strap 49 is provided with a 
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second snapl fastener 53,3which, when the > 
strap is worn in the manner suggested in Fig 

\ ‘From: the description thus far it will be 
seen that to support the set in proper man 
ner to permit use of the same-without incon 
venience,'asportion of the strap 49 is used as 
a neck strap, while the remaining portion 
of said strap is used as abody strap. ‘ In this 
connection it will be noted that when the set 
is in use, the part of the'strap between the 
end 51 thereof'and claspr53 is passed about 
the neck, and the clasp 58 applied to the. ring 

The remaining-portion of the strap,'that 
‘IS the portion of vthe strap between‘ the end 
50, and the clasp 1-53 will extend across: the 
back of the lineman at a point adjacent the 
shoulder blades. With the str'apthus ap 

body in amanner 
same. - ~ ' - _ _ 

, Whenall the parts are arranged in the eas 
ingj17, and the set is being transported, the 
same maybe suspended from the shoulder 
ofthe lineman by using the strap 49 as a 

to facilitate use of the 
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’ plied the set‘ will be held suspended from the v 
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shoulder ‘strap. Obviously when the strap I ’ 
49~ is used as a'shoulder strap the clasp 53‘ is 
disengaged from the ring 48 and the strap 
49 will then extend diagonally across the 
front: and back’of the lineman, and over one 
shoulder. - " ._ ‘ 

Even though I haveherein shown and ‘de 
scribed the preferred embodiment of them 

- vention', it is to be'understood that the same 
is susceptible offurther changes, modi?ca 
tions and improvements coming within the 
scope of the appended claims. , 
‘Having thus described my invention, what 

I claim'a's new is: Y ‘ 1 

' 1.}A line test set case'provided with a 
vhingedly ‘mounted cover, a lining for the case 
comprising separable side and bottom mem 
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_ bers lining the sides and bottom of the case 

C21 

25 

30 

35 

40 

and a cover lining arranged within the cover 
of said case; a partition hinged to. one of the 
side lining members, a stop bracket on a side 
lining member opposite to the ?rst named 
side lining member and with which the par 
tition is engaged when in parallelism with the 
bottom of the case, a switch mounted on the 
under side of said partition, and a plunger 
mounted for vertical shifting movementin 
the ?rst named side lining member and en 
gageable with the switch for opening it when 
the cover of the case is moved to-a closed po 
sition, said plunger member having one end 
thereof disposed for engagement by the cover 
as the latter is moved to a closed position. 

2, In a line test set, a case, a collapsible 
liner arranged in the case and including a‘ 
hlnged partition dividing the case into upper ' v 
and lower compartments, the‘ lower compart- _ 

45, 

65 

to‘ accommodate a transmitter mounted on h 

3" 
'ment being adapted to receivethe following 
instrumentalities of the line test set, namely, , 
batteries, transformer and magneto; and the‘ ' 
upper of saidlcompartments being adapted 

the hinged cover of the ‘case together with a 
receiver and a clip equippedtesting wire; 
a switch mounted on the under side of the 
hinged partition, a switch operating plunger 
mounted for vertical movement, in a side 
member of the collapsible lining and a spring 
device engaged with the plunger normally; 
urging'one end thereof outwardly at the top 7 
of the case to be’ engaged by the cover of’ the ' 
case when the latter is moved to a closed 
position to thereby open the switch and main 
tain the same in the open position when the 
case is closed. 7 " g 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature. 
1 ‘HARVEY L. YWHITLEY.‘ (m Ll 
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